Violence. The most hated word ever used in the dictionary. This word, violence, ruined many lives, especially innocent ones at that. But mostly it affects youth as well. Youth violence is caused by where and how you were raised or what they do in their personal life. For example, Trayvon Martin, a black kid walks home and a white man shot him and kills him for no reason. If our youth continues to die how will we have a future? What was the purpose of killing him besides adding more violence: youth violence comes in different forms, such as bullying.

Did you know 92% of youth gets bullying, and harassed. For example, Amanda Todd committed suicide from bullying. So still year after year youth violence is still overlooked, no matter what type of violence. Every time I try to get an education, someone does something idiotic and a child dies just like the Connecticut incident.
I thought about stopping violence by surrounding myself with positive people, walking away, and leading not following. So in conclusion, maybe we could stop violence just by following these steps, think about.